Already getting rave reviews!!!!

A. Barringer on June 7, 2013
I read this in less than a week. I've enjoyed all four books in this series and I'm looking forward
to the next one. I really like how the author(s) bring in characters from the other books
seemlessly without detracting from the main characters of the current book and their story lines.
Great read.
	
  

moleman on May 16, 2013
Being a biker, i enjoyed this series of books. This one had a good happy ending. I hope there is a
continuing series made.
I loved the book
billy on March 16, 2013
I have all four books in the series. They continue to keep my intrest and I can't put them down
once I start reading.
Highly recommended!
R+ on February 6, 2013
There are just too many stories these days about outlaw motorcycle groups, in books and on TV,
that disproportionately highlight only two things: violence and sex. I am happy to say that is not
the case with "The Moon Upstairs". Yes it does have the vigor of a hard core Biker story, but it
also goes deep down into the thoughts, feelings and lives of the characters. I especially liked how
multidimensional the main character 'Blues' is, as his life transitions through a whirlwind of
events. I highly recommend this wonderfully entertaining, thought provoking, thrilling Biker
Book
Miranda January 25, 2013
Coming from the perspective of a young woman, reading this book was an eye opening
experience and offers a look inside a lifestyle that very few are familiar with or understand. I
very much enjoyed reading this narrative, and was immediately taken by the gripping first

chapters. This book encapsulates many different phases of life, puts you right in the shoes of the
main characters, and gets you involved with the storyline. I obtained a copy of it for my father
for Christmas who is a bike-fanatic and he was very excited to get reading. Once he started, he
was able to become engrossed and the book held his attention which is not an easy feat! A great
book for those well read and those not so literature inclined alike. Full of emotions and gritty at
times, this book will make you think and feel--and give you an inside look into a lifestyle that is
very rarely examined by mainstream lit. Highly recommended!
Victor Shurtz "vic ' Preacher 'Shurtz" January 6, 2013
Blues, a Skuldmen MC patch holder, goes to prison after extracting revenge on a Tyrants MC hit
man for the murder of his wife and young son. After spending ten years behind bars, Blues wins
an appeal and is released only to find his teenage daughter full of hate and bitterness.
Ed & Marc weave a tail of heartbreak, deception and love as they take us back into the world of
the Skuldmen, the daughter, and a new love. The Skuldmen want him back, the daughter wants
to forgive her father but doesn't know how, and the new love needs to resolve some issues of her
own. This story addresses the prejudice of citizens; the misunderstanding of adolescence and the
need to find oneself in a time when it seems all is lost. We reacquaint ourselves with Zipper and
the Crew and meet a man that understands that in order to find ones self, one must find peace
within first.
Paul W. Cote - December 2, 2012
Good read - check it out . . . I just wrote the authors:
Ed and Marc - I got "The Moon Upstairs" yesterday and finished it this morning . . . GREAT
write and read. A real 'page-turner,' tough to put it down at 1:30 a.m. this morning but picked it
back up at 7:30 a.m. . . . good interweaving past book "One Light Coming" characters in and out
of this new story. Highly recommend this read !

Great read! The Biker's dark history is the 'shadow', love is the light.
Great read! The Biker's dark history is the 'shadow', the love and connection with his daughter is
the 'light'. The contrast creates a lively, dynamic story that keeps you engaged to the very end.
The only reason I gave it a four star instead of a five is because I still love “One Light Coming”
(Book 3 of the series) the best.
	
  

